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When Jared Dillian joined Lehman Brothers in 2001, he fulfilled a life-long dream to make it on
Wall Street - but he had no idea how close to the edge the job would take him. Like Michael
Lewis' classic Liar's Poker, Jared Dillian's Street Freak takes listeners behind the scenes of the
legendary Lehman Brothers, exposing its outrageous and often hilarious corporate culture. In
this ultracompetitive Ivy League world where men would flip over each other’s ties to check out
the labels, Dillian was an outsider as an ex-military, working-class guy in a Men's Wearhouse
suit. But he was scrappy and determined; in interviews he told potential managers that, "Nobody
can work harder than me. Nobody is willing to put in the hours I will put in. I am insane." As it
turned out, on Wall Street insanity is not an undesirable quality. Dillian rose from green
associate, checking IDs at the entrance to the trading floor in the paranoid days following 9/11,
to become an integral part of Lehman's culture in its final years as the firm's head Exchange-
Traded Fund (ETF) trader. More than $1 trillion in wealth passed through his hands, but at the
cost of an untold number of smashed telephones and tape dispensers. Over time, the
exhilarating and explosively stressful job took its toll on him. The extreme highs and lows of the
trading floor masked and exacerbated the symptoms of Dillian's undiagnosed bipolar and
obsessive compulsive disorders, leading to a downward spiral that eventually landed him in a
psychiatric ward. Dillian put his life back together, returning to work healthier than ever before,
but Lehman itself had seemingly gone mad, having made outrageous bets on commercial real
estate, and was quickly headed for self-destruction. A raucous account of the final years of
Lehman Brothers, from 9/11 at its World Financial Center offices through the firm's bankruptcy,
including vivid portraits of trading-floor culture, the financial meltdown, and the company's
ultimate collapse.

From the Inside Flap"A courageous and masterful exposé."—Julia Child"If you eat, you should
read this book."—Eric Schlosser, author of Fast Food NationAbout the AuthorMarion Nestle is
Paulette Goddard Professor of Nutrition, Food Studies, and Public Health and Professor of
Sociology at New York University. Author of Nutrition in Clinical Practice, she has served as a
nutrition policy advisor to the Department of Health and Human Services and as a member of
nutrition and science advisory committees to the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Food
and Drug Administration. She is the author of Safe Food: Bacteria, Biotechnology, and
Bioterrorism (UC Press) and What to Eat .
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Aaron C. Brown, “The best account in fiction or non-fiction of the mind of a trader. This is an
extraordinary account of what it feels like to trade--and a book with the literary merit to electrify
readers with no interest in Wall Street. Most books by traders, such as 
  
Victor Niederhoffer

  
  
    ,
  
Nassim Taleb

  
  
     or 
  
George Soros

  



  
, filter the raw mental processes through a layer of rationalization. The authors want to impress
you with their intelligence, not let you see their inner demons. Dillian is unfilted. Readers should
be warned that means lots of farts, snot, bruises, vomit and other impolite things, and this in a
book without a trace of grit. We never feel or smell these things, they are like crude graffiti neatly
written on the wall of an antiseptic bathroom. Virtually every character (definitely including the
author) is insulted and demeaned in ways that are highly incorrect politically. His customers are
dirty, douchebags, hicks, slow or dozens of other bad things, never anything good. His
coworkers are 95 percent bad things, 5 percent good (but only briefly).Women, in particular,
incite a constant obsessive objectification--and this in a book with absolutely zero sex. The only
two women in the book who do anything other than provide a show for junior high school level
crude lewdness, are his two psychiatrists who are described only as the "Russian model" and
"startlingly attractive". Two words each for the medical professionals who saved his sanity, and
only about appearance. His wife is barely in the story, except for a very crude sexual slur by
another trader. The electric fan story is sufficient grounds for a sexual harassment suit. But it's
not only women. Race, sexual orientation, class, ethnicity, weight, taste in music or clothes and
anything else is grist for unpleasant smears.However, this is not a crude rant, it is a Tourette
Syndrome release of tension that is very common among traders. I have never seen it captured
on paper like this. Polite authors pretend it doesn't exist, superficial ones treat it as a humorous
foible. No one else, as far as I know, has had the honesty, writing talent and courage to expose it
in himself. You don't understand traders if you don't understand their need to short-circuit the
part of the brain that censors inappropriate behavior.This book is not an insightful account of
mental illness. For most of the book, the author acts like a "seami alki," that is an alcoholic with
self-esteem and anger management issues, a combination sufficiently common among traders
to require a slang term. His struggles with bipolar and obsessive-compulsive issues are treated
matter-of-factly, accurate without being revealing. In fact, Dillian's clinical issues may mislead
readers into treating his account as an unusual one. You don't need to be crazy to act like a
trader.The book is also not a useful account of how Wall Street works or why Lehman Brothers
failed. The author's understanding of these things is about the level of fulminating editorials by
people with no experience in finance. By tradition, it takes thriving through three complete
market cycles to acquire trading wisdom. The author made it only though half of one cycle, and
the upswing half which is less educational than the downswing. He is like a race car driver who
knows little about automotive engineering, physics or how NASCAR makes money. He doesn't
have to know those things to drive, he needs only practical intuition, and his ignorance makes
his descriptions of the thrills of racing more honest because it's not filtered through what he
learned from books.Unfortunately, the book could perpetuate some false beliefs. There is no
positive mention of risk management in this book. The author seems to trade whatever he likes,
for whatever reasons he like, in whatever size he likes, without oversight or coaching. Now
Lehman had some risk management issues, but letting junior traders run wild was not one of



them. Lehman actually had very good trading floor risk management, better than many other
firms. Dillian implies that if you made money you were a hero, however many rules you broke.
This is definitely not true. Making money was a necessary, but not sufficient, condition of
success. The firm required consistent, explainable profits from risk-controlled strategies (on the
trading floor, but unfortunately not in every department).Both the firm and the economic
environment conspired to disguise any capital or funding constraint on trading, and the author
dealt only in liquid, exchange-traded securities. Lehman's middle and back offices took care of
much of the plumbing. This makes his experience somewhat narrow. It's not inaccurate, but it's
only part of the story.So read this book to understand what a trader does, and how he does it,
and how he feels about doing it. Do not read it for deep understanding of either finance or mental
illness. Read it for the pleasure of an exceptional writer tackling an important profession with
breathtaking skill, courage and honesty. But don't believe any of it, except the feel.”

Edward Rooster, “A remarkable, raucous "Wall Street" memoir with "Street" Cred. This review
will not be equal to the need to describe a well-written, engaging, entertaining and educational
memoir about one corner of the "real" wall street. Written with a 'you are there' perspective of
what it was like for an outsider to break into a Wall Street investment bank by dint of hard work,
passion, and a refusal to accept or give excuses. In this tale, our hero's path towards harnessing
his restless animal spirits (in every sense of the word animal) begins as many heroic tales do,
with our hero as a young newcomer and outsider. Jared Dillian has the emotional courage to lay
bare his true self, and we watch him evolve from a hardworking, well-educated youngster who is
still a naif by Wall Street standards into a trader at a scrappy old time Wall Street firm, that was
like him, a capital markets player with a big chip on the shoulder and something to prove to
others.It begins near the end of our author's heroic arc, and then proceeds with a traumatic
coming of age set in the midst of September 11, 2001. We all know the moment was a forge for
an era and an essential element to understanding the drama playing out within the author, and
within the financial precincts of our culture during the past decade. The book ends with a
moment of truth for a firm and a moment of clarity for the author.I am writing in a free association
riff to grapple with a compelling read. If the author reads my review, I hope he accepts my
apology.Yes, you get the nitty gritty of what's it like to man a trading "turret", and about what it's
like to a work in a financial 'lord of the flies' environment, wherein smart, formally educated and
money-loving folks go for every basis point and/or penny with gusto and live and die tick by
tick.No, you will not get stock tips. Move on, Jim Cramer can do that for you if you desire such
pablum.Yes, you will get to see our hero push himself and evolve within a culture that rewarded
initiative, unless of course you are caught breaking the law.No, sorry folks, Dillian is a upstanding
citizen, for our author is an honorable man, if somewhat irascible, talented and both willing and
able to execute on trading ideas.Yes, two characters in the tale enter death spirals.No, I won't tell
you who made it out, you'll have to read who was put to rest and who survived.Yes, you will
observe that it is possible to be both right and still not make the most out of a trading setup. As



always, it's always about knowing ourselves.No, you won't learn how to trade like our author, it's
not that kind of story, but maybe you'll think a little bit more about your trading shortcomings.Yes,
Wall Street firms typically hire poster children of the Ivy League, high society, straight out of a
Ralph Lauren casting call.No, it's no guarantee for survival, job security, bonuses or professional
growth.Yes, this review is inadequate to describing just how good the book is. You will laugh your
ass off, you will learn and you will agree with me.No, if you hated my review, ignore it anyway and
buy this book. At least wish list it, it's worth your time.”

Tom Groves, “A modern-day liar's poker. This is an outstanding review of the life of a trader,
written by one of Lehman's more high-profile trading figures. Jared was known at Lehman for his
direct, insightful and most of all witty commentaries (in a world where traders can receive several
thousand messages each day, his were literally the only ones I would ever search for to ensure I
didn't miss them). Now he has transferred this same writing style to produce one of the best
"financey" books I've ever read.He is brutally honest about his experiences, his moods, his
behaviour, his pay, even his mental problems. You may find that you don't find him a sympathetic
figure. You may be appalled by the world he lived in. But you should appreciate the way he
opens up. And this is a genuine opportunity to see the financial markets from the inside, written
by someone in the front lines who, crucially, can really write.Liar's poker is a quarter of a century
old now. If you want to read something as good but more up-to-date, read this.”

nicholas, “Money makes the world go round. This is a good book written by a fundamentally
insecure person, even if explained by the author ventually discovering that he is bi-polar. His
observations on the predatory nature of the hedge funds is spot-on - it reminds me that when
you trade with Goldman you always ask how they have screwed you. A good read by someone
not an egomaniac - still I wonder how his wife put upwith him....”

Rerao, “Hilarious!. Whoever said Liar's Poker was funny, well, it no longer is once you've read
Street Freak. This man can write! Expect laughter from the second page on; it doesn't stop. He
does a good job explaining the jargons with analogies that are simple to understand. I've read
this book twice in a week and I still can't get enough of it. Verdict? Buy it!”

CorMag, “Alles Psychos:). Dillian ist (oder war) Trader der alten Schule. Soll heissen er gibt
seine Orders noch über das Telefon ab und benimmt sich auch so, wie man das von einem
echten Wall Street Alphatier erwarten würde. Bildschirme zerdeppern, den Trottel vom Sales
zusammnbrüllen, kolerische Anfälle, wenn der Markt gegen einen läuft, eine ordentliche Portion
Sexismus etc etc...Dillian arbeitet bei Lehman Brothers. Neben Bear Sterns und den alten
Salomon Brothers wohl der Laden mit dem "burgoisen" Ruf an der Wall Street (wenn das
überhaupt möglich ist). Weniger Genie als Goldman Sachs, aber
aggressiver,risikofreudiger."Scappy" sagt der Angelsachse.Das Problem von Dillian ist, er



benimmt sich wie man sich einen Trader vorstellt....nur hat es bei ihm einen anderen Grund. Da
es auf dem Einband steht, ist es denke ich kein Spoiler: Dilian ist schizophren und musss sich
deshalb medikamentisieren lassen.Somit vereint das Buch zwei Themen, die beide für sich
schon ein Buch wert gewesen wären. Das Innenleben eines an Schizophrenie erkrankten und
die Erfahrungen eines Traders.Ob man das alles, was zum Handel an den Börsen geschrieben
wird, so für bare Münze nehmen muss, weiss ich nicht. Interessant geschrieben ist es alle
mal.Dillian ist ETF Händler. Er handelt Flow (also Handelt mit Kunden). er macht aber Ausflüge
in Prop Trading (Handel mit dem Geld der Bank) und vermittelt da den Eindruck als ob er
unkontrolliert hätte handeln können was er will. Und das stimmt einfach nicht. Eigentlich war das
Risk Management bei Lehmann relativ strikt. Jedenfalls was die Händler betrifft...galt
offensoichtlich nocht für alle Divisionen im Unternehmen.Fazit: eine interessante Betrachtung
des Innenlebens eines Traders und seiner Ansichten zu Märkten. Auch wenn es ein Vertreter
eine aussterbenden Gattung ist und das üblich Cliche vom Kokain konsumierenden,
sexistischen Proletentrader nicht mit dem in Übereinkunft zu bringen ist, was ich so erfahren
habe. Aber irgendwo muss es das ja gegeben haben....und es macht einfach Spass zu
lesen:).Leichte Lektüre die fesselt. Informativ ist sie IMHO nur bedingt. But who am I?
Kaufempfehlung!”

The book by Yanis Varoufakis has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 183 people have provided feedback.
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